The AT Research Agenda Task Force is hosting a Networking Event to provide an opportunity for researchers and clinicians to collaborate. During this event you will meet and hear from researchers and clinicians who have successfully engaged in projects that yield clinically relevant data. The goal of this event is to educate athletic trainers of the AT research agenda and facilitate collaborative relationships between clinicians and researchers.

Light appetizers and cash bar will be available!

**Thursday, June 18, 2020**
4:00 PM – 6:00 PM

All attendees looking to:
- Actively engage in research as a clinician or scholar
- Currently or interested in learning more about collecting outcomes in clinical practice
- Have a desire to contribute to point-of-care research.

Register Early: Attendees will need to complete the online interest form by May 1
https://new.forms.nata.org/applications
Limited to the first 50 attendees!